
We Europeans love our cheese!

With a consumption of over 9 million tonnes of the product 
per year at a value in 2019 of nearly €36 billion each citizen 
of the EU and the UK consumes an average of 15 kilos of 
cheese per year – whether hard, soft, or processed.  In 
this vital sector the effective undertaking of cleaning and 
disinfection is crucial to guarantee both product integrity 
and safety, ensuring that our hungry consumers continue 
to enjoy a product that is safe and of the quality that our 
discerning pallets demand.

Whilst much of the cheese industry uses traditional methods 
and equipment in the process, the cleaning and disinfection 
regimes are remarkably similar and operate in a very similar 
way to deliver the required result.  These steps include the 
removal of gross debris, pre-rinsing, cleaning using an effective 
detergent, rinsing, and finally applying a disinfectant or 
sanitiser (which may also require rinsing depending upon the 
product chosen).  Each of these steps must be undertaken 
diligently and with attention to detail to ensure that the 
product contact surfaces are free from contaminants that 
may cause our customer harm.

Of course, different processes and operations require 
different types of cleaning; examples of different cleaning 
methods include:  

• Open Plant Cleaning where the cleaning task is undertaken 
by skilled and well-trained operatives often using manually 
applied alkaline detergents to remove product soiling 
from surfaces and saponify fats & oils.

• Clean In Place (CIP) regimes where caustic detergents 
are circulated through pipework and vessels to effectively 
remove product residue, leaving surfaces sparkling 
and clean.

• Membrane cleaning where specially formulated detergents 
such as the MIDA MEMCARE range formulated to 
provide gentle cleaning of these advanced filtration 
units which can be susceptible to both fouling and 
chemical degradation if the wrong product is utilised.
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Whatever the method employed, all cleaning processes follow 
the same basic parameters of T.A.C.T; that is Temperature, 
Agitation, Concentration and Time to effectively decontaminate 
product contact surfaces thereby restricting bacterial 
growth, removing physical contaminants and ensuring 
the removal of allergenic components.  Let’s take a look at 
each of these in turn: 

• Temperature. It is important to use the right temperature 
to help the detergent achieve its role.  Too low and the 
fats and oils will solidify making them harder to remove, 
whilst too high and product residue may “cook” onto 
the surface becoming more stubborn and harder to 
shift.  The correct cleaning temperature range will be 
determined by the make up of the fats, oils and proteins 
contained within your cheese type.

• Agitation. Physical action is essential to break the debris-
contact surface interface bonding allowing the detergent 
to effectively penetrate the soiling and facilitate its 
removal.  This physical action may be provided by the 
turbulent flow of a caustic detergent solution through the 
pipework or the manual scrubbing action of a brush or pad 
following the application of an alkaline foam detergent 
on the side of the cheese vat.  In either case, the physical 
action is essential if product residue is to be removed. 
 
The impact energy that delivers agitation to the surface, 
thereby disrupting the debris/surface interface, can 
also be delivered using ultrasonic wash systems.  This 
can be particularly effective on cheese moulds where 
the ultrasonic waves are ideally suited to delivering 
impact energy to intricate nooks and crannies typically 
found in this equipment.

• Concentration. The correct concentration of a suitably 
formulated detergent is essential for effective cleaning 
without the use of this specialist product effective cleaning 
cannot be achieved and some degree of residue will 
inevitably remain, leading to the potential contamination of 
subsequent batches of product.  Christeyns Food Hygiene 
produces a dedicated, specialist range of detergents for 
all sectors of the cheese industry designed to work at 
low concentrations, in varying water conditions and at 
a range of temperatures providing maximum flexibility. 
 
This range includes caustic, chlorinated caustic, and 
acidic detergents as well as effective neutral products 
specifically formulated to ensure operative safety and 
efficacy.  Alongside these detergents are a range of 
disinfectants designed to ensure bacterial reduction, 
whether spoilage organisms or pathogens that can 
present a hazard to the end customer.

• Time. This is one thing that CHRISTEYNS FOOD HYGIENE 
cannot supply.  However the use of a specifically formulated 
detergent can ensure that a cleaning process is conducted 
efficiently using the minimum amount of time needed 
to deliver a product contact surface suitable for the 
handling of cheese.

Where cleaning and disinfection regimes are conducted 
poorly or ineffectively, bacterial populations can survive 
in or on equipment leading to contamination of cheese 
products by pathogenic bacteria.  Whilst cheese produced 
across the UK and in Europe has a relatively good food safety 
record, there have been several food poisoning outbreaks 
associated with this product, particularly with cheese made 
from raw milk and/or soft varieties, often with a surface 
smear, in which the pH increases during ripening. 

The primary reasons for cheese-related outbreaks of food 
poisoning include poor starter activity (due to bacteriophage or 
the presence of antibiotics), poor hygiene, gross environmental 
contamination, or faulty pasteurization of the cheese milk.  
This last reason may also be a result of poor hygiene as 
ineffective cleaning of pasteurisation equipment can allow 
the build-up of debris, milk-stone deposits, or biofilms.
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The principal organisms associated with food poisoning 
outbreaks caused by cheese are Salmonella spp., Staphylococcus 
aureus, Listeria monocytogenes, and enteropathogenic 
strains of Escherichia coli all of which can be found within 
biofilms often identified in cheese making operations, 
especially in equipment or areas of the plant where daily 
cleaning isn’t undertaken.  A biofilm is a community of 
bacteria protected by an extracellulose layer which provides 
an effective defence against the actions of disinfectants 
by the simple fact of providing a physically barrier, a wall if 
you like, through which the chemical is unable to penetrate.  
These biofilms often manifest themselves in sporadic or ad 
hoc contamination of cheese and cheese products and can 
be difficult to remove both safely and effectively. 

Whilst prevention of biofilms is better than cure, CHRISTEYNS 
FOOD HYGIENE has produced a range of biofilm removal 
products designed to carefully and quickly inactivate the 
bacteria present as well as stripping away the extracellulose 
layer.  Both MIDA® SAN 327 BF and MIDA® SAN 328 EC have 
been designed with twin-actives to provide a wide spread 
of activity against bacterial species with the latter designed 
as a low-foaming disinfectant for use in CIP systems.  The 
process involves undertaking the routine cleaning process 
with the use of either product following the rinse stage.  
After allowing a contact time of roughly 15 minutes, for OPC 
situations, or circulation, for CIP regimes, the surfaces must 
be thoroughly rinsed prior to application of the routine 
disinfectant product.

In this way, the risk of pathogenic bacteria such as  Listeria 
monocytogenes contaminating cheese products is greatly 
reduced without the need for additional cleaning stages or the 
use of equipment which may risk dislodging and spreading 
biofilm material.  The presence, or effective removal, of 
biofilm can also be demonstrated using the unique staining 
process – TBF® 300 available from CHRISTEYNS FOOD 
HYGIENE which quickly and easily reveals the presence of 
this food safety risk.

Another area where cleaning plays a part in maintaining the 
safety of cheese production is in the control and management 
of allergens.  Across the world many consumers are unable to 
tolerate certain proteins leading to potentially fatal anaphylactic 
shock and many of these proteins are required by law to be 
declared on the label.  Examples of these can include nut 
and egg, however some fruits can also cause reactions of 
this type and do not need to be declared, however they still 
may pose a risk to the end consumer – examples include 
fruit such as apricot, peach or pineapple which may be 
incorporated into cheese products as a flavouring inclusion.  
Effective cleaning regimes will greatly reduce the risks 
from residues of these proteins being carried over from 
one product recipe or batch to another thereby providing 
the allergenic consumer with confidence that the product 
is safe for them to consume.

One final area that should be considered is the food workers 
themselves.  Only the highest standards of personal hygiene 
are acceptable in the cheese industry with effective, regular 
hand-washing a necessity to maintain both product safety 
and integrity.

Earlier in this article we referred to food poisoning incidents 
resulting from cheese contaminated with Staphylococcus 
aureus bacteria and one should note that the most common 
source of this bacteria is food handlers themselves with 
an average of 40% of adults carrying this organism in their 
nose, throat and on their hands.  The use of effective hand 
soap products such as Phago’derm Sensitive and hand 
disinfectant products such as Phago’rub Gel SPS will help 
to reduce the resident populations of this pathogen, thus 
securing the microbiological integrity of the product being 
handled.

In summary, whilst cheese products have an enviable food 
safety record, they can be subject to bacterial contamination 
resulting in food poisoning or allergen cross-contact and 
effective cleaning & disinfection regimes utilising products 
from a committed family of experts such as CHRISTEYNS 
FOOD HYGIENE will help to safeguard your reputation 
and protect your customers whilst delivering continuous 
improvement.  One more reason to  #feelsafewithus
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